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2016 Schertz Health and
Wholeness Fair

Free Hearing Screenings from 10am-3pm

Doss Audiology once again performed
free hearing screenings at the 3rd

Annual Schertz Health and Wholeness
Fair. The free event is held annually
on the last Saturday in January from
10am-3pm. We hope you will come
out and see the staff of Doss
Audiology as well as other great
health care providers from Schertz and
the surrounding areas in 2017!.

Doss Audiology had the pleasure of holding our second annual
Hear for the Holidays sweepstakes this December. The
sweepstakes awarded one lucky recipient a free pair of hearing
aids courtesy of our office.
Mrs. Donetta Pitman was chosen as our 2015 winner! A former
teacher, and pillar of the community, she was nominated by 5
family members and friends. They all wrote of her love of
attending her children’s band performances at Clemens High
School in Schertz. Due to her
severe hearing impairment, she
could no longer enjoy the music.
Now, with her new “ears”, Mrs.
Pitman is hoping to get back to
teaching will make every band
performance!
You can see Mrs. Pitman’s
surprise reveal as the winner on
our YouTube page!

Starting the New Year Off Right!
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Ingredients:
For Cake:

 White cake mix
 3/4 cup champagne (replace

water amount according to box
mix)

 Eggs and oil according to box
For Frosting:

 1 cup butter, softened
 1/4 cup champagne
 1/2 teaspoon vanilla
 4 cups powdered sugar

Decorating Supplies:
 1 bag Wilton’s white candy

melts
 6” popsicle sticks
 Optional:pearl sprinkles and

ribbon ties
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Doss Audiology’s Exemplary Care Services

Dr. Doss is the Face of Hearing Healthcare!

When you purchase hearing aids at Doss Audiology
& Hearing Center, the price includes so much more
than just the device. In an effort to provide the best
hearing care in the area, we are a full service practice,
meaning that your office visits and your batteries are
complimentary for the lifetime of the device. What
are great value! Contact us for more details.

*Lifetime service does not apply to hearing aids purchased through
third party programs (i.e. TruHearing, HearPO, HearUSA, EPIC,
DARS, American Hearing Benefits)

Joins us in congratulating Dr.
Doss for being highlighted as
the Face of Hearing
Healthcare by San Antonio
Magazine. She continues to
be recognized as she grows to
exemplary heights in the field
of Audiology. You can still find
the January issue of the
magazine at your local
convenience store, or grab a
copy in our office at your next
visit.

Hearing aids contain many different parts that assist in helping them
function properly. Many of the parts are internal, but it is good to
have knowledge of the external parts that you encounter in your

everyday life. With this section, we will go over the outer parts of the
devices as well as their functions.

 Hearing Aid-Houses the circuits and programming necessary to
amplify sound and improve hearing

 Receiver-Transmits the sound from the hearing aid to your ear.
The receiver comes in red and blue. The red indicates the right
ear, and the blue indicates the left

 Dome-Picked according to your level of hearing loss by your
Audiologist, it helps aid the sound into your ear

 Retention Wire/Kickstand-Fits in the outer ear to keep the
receiver from falling out

 Battery Door-Where the battery is placed to power the hearing
aid. When the door is open the hearing aid is off. When the door
is closed with a battery inside it is on.

If you are having trouble with your hearing aids, you can pop in or to
schedule an appointment. Please contact 210-819-5002 and we will
be happy to assist you!
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Champagne Cake Pops
Instructions (for cake):

 Prepare cake according to box
directions, replacing water
with an equivalent amount of
champagne. Bake and let cool.

For Icing:
 In a large mixing bowl, cream butter

and sugar together on low until you get
a creamy mixture.

 Add champagne and vanilla and
continue to beat together for another
minute.

Assembly:
 Prepare a baking sheet lined with

parchment paper
 After cake has cooled, crumble cake

and combine with a small amount of
frosting to make 2” round cake balls

 Place each cake ball onto the baking
sheet until it is filled

 Place in freezer and chill for 1 hour or
overnight. Remove from freezer once
chilled

 Melt the candy melts, and make sure
there is enough chocolate to cover the
ball when being dipped

 Take 1 cake ball, dip the popsicle stick
into the frosting, and then insert into the
cake ball

 Insert cake ball into candy melts and
remove after single dip

 Use knife to remove excess candy melt
and ensure full coverage

 Add sprinkles, let set, and serve!!!
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Parts of the Hearing Aid
Get to know the parts of your hearing devices
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